
How to Implement Website Title Vs. Article Title
Checklist

Website Title Implementation
Decide on your website's main topic/niche

Before creating a website title, you need to firmly establish what your website will be about.
What is the overarching topic or niche? This main subject area should be specific enough to
convey expertise but broad enough to cover a variety of content. Make sure it aligns with your
passion, skills, and target audience. Conduct market research, look at competitors, explore
related topics, and see what areas need fresh perspectives. Once settled on a high-level niche
like "pregnancy nutrition" or "sustainable living tips," you can chisel down to appetizing
subtopics to guide your content creation.

Do keyword research for your main topic
Keyword research lays the foundation for your site's discoverability. Identify search terms your
audience actually uses when looking for information on your niche. Google's Keyword Planner
and other SEO tools provide insights into search volumes and competition levels for different
keywords. Aim for a primary keyword with a decent search volume but not ironclad competition.
Long-tail secondary keywords with more descriptors are easier to rank for. Make sure to analyze
the keywords your competitors are targeting. Look at related terms and questions people ask
about your topic. Prioritize keywords that align with your content direction and have an intent
you can adequately fulfill through your website's resources.

Craft a concise, keyword-rich website title (50-60 characters)
Your website's title is its virtual first impression, so choose wisely! The title should concisely
summarize your website's purpose and convey its unmistakable identity. Incorporate your
primary keyword, of course, but don't force an awkward fit – make sure it reads naturally. Keep
titles under 60 characters, around 6-8 words. If it is any longer, it may get cut off in search
results. But don't go too short and vague either. Titles with descriptive adjectives and
location/industry identifiers perform well. Use title capitalization to make it easier to read. If you
have an established brand name, consider including it along with the topic.

Include your brand name if applicable.
If you have an existing brand name recognition from prior marketing efforts or an expansion
from an offline business, incorporating the brand name into your website title gives it immediate
familiarity and authority. However, for entirely new websites and brands, prioritize describing
your topic and keyword over an unfamiliar brand name.



Make it unique and memorable.
Sure, cramming popular keywords may help with discoverability, but a distinct, memorable title
will foster brand recognition and retention. Assess competing titles and put a creative spin on
your wording to stand out from the crowd. Consider using literary techniques like alliteration,
rhymes, or vivid wording.

Add it to your website's code (title tag)
Once crafted, your website title needs to be properly implemented in the code of your website
through the "title" tag in the header section. This is the clickable text that appears in search
results and at the top of browser tabs when people visit your site. Updating this is usually simple
for most modern website platforms.

Article Title Implementation

Identify target keyword(s) for each article
While your website likely targets a primary keyword theme, individual articles should focus on
more specific keywords and angles within that umbrella. When planning article topics, start by
identifying target keywords you want that piece to rank for in search. Use keyword research
tools to explore relevant search terms and evaluate their potential. The keywords should reflect
the searcher's intent and make sense as the topic of your article. Mix in your main site keywords
when applicable, but make the article keyword(s) the priority. Vary your keywords across
different articles to cover more ground.

Write a working title using the keyword(s)
As you begin drafting an article, create a working title that includes the target keyword(s) in a
natural way. Don't force awkward keyword placements – the title should read smoothly. Use this
working title as a guide to ensure you properly integrate and discuss the core keyword concept
throughout the content. But don't finalise the title yet – a good working title may need optimizing
and punching up once the article develops.

Optimize title for search intent and engagement
Craft an enticing title that makes people want to click through from search results. Study search
intent – what are people looking to learn, do, solve, buy, or understand related to your keyword?
Shape your title to accurately convey the value your article delivers on that intent. Use highly
clickable qualities like compelling adjectives, interesting numbers/stats, questions, and
can't-miss benefits. But avoid clickbait – the title must truthfully reflect the article content. Trendy
or newsy titles with timely hooks can attract engagement. You can even integrate branding by
nameposting article titles in a consistent, signature formula your audience recognizes.



Use caps, numerals, and adjectives for curiosity
Leverage commonly used title conventions that pack an engagement punch. Capitalize every
word except short connectors. Lead with uncommon adjectives that pique curiosity. Inject
credibility with statistics and numbers. Ask a question related to your topic.

Keep it 50-60 characters
Like website titles, article titles should be reasonably concise to avoid getting cut off in search
results – generally no more than 50-60 characters. This economical length prevents ramblers,
focuses your hook, and improves perceived scanability.

Add it to the article's headline code (H1 tag)\
Work your title into the article content by making it the H1 body header. This designates it as the
priority headline in your coding and tells visitors and search engines this is the main topic
encapsulated.

Title Optimization
Study competitor's titles for ideas

Get inspiration for enticing titles and understand what's resonating with your audience by closely
examining titles that your competitors use effectively. Identify your main competitors and
compile lists of their highest-trafficked, most clicked articles based on engagement metrics like
shares, comments, etc. Analyze what makes these titles so magnetic – use of curiosity gaps,
stats, negative qualifiers, academic anchors, etc. But don't just imitate – put your own spin on
recurring patterns you detect. Pay attention to angles they don't seem to be covering and title
formulas they aren't leveraging. See what works specifically for your niche versus clichéd
clickbait everyone uses. Constantly update your findings as new content emerges.

A/B test different title variations
Don't assume you nailed the perfect title on the first try. Continually experiment with
lower-stakes content by publishing the same article with slightly different titles and measuring
engagement metrics. For example, test a title using a curiosity gap versus a reassuring
benefit-based title. Or comparing numbered versus plain titles. Title testing can uncover
interests and psychological factors driving your audience. Just make sure to test one variable at
a time and give tests enough sample traffic before drawing conclusions. Tools like Google
Optimize make this process simple to manage.

Analyze click-through rates
Ultimately, an effective title compels click-throughs from searchers and visitors. So you need to
go beyond vanity traffic metrics and dig into your content's click-through rates from various
sources. Look at click-through rates from organic search results, referrals, emails, paid ads, etc.
Identify top titles garnering clicks as well as underperformers that need reworking.



Make iterative improvements over time.
Don't treat titles as one-time permanent labels. As you accumulate data on what works and
what doesn't resonate with your audience, continually tweak and update titles using findings
from your experiments.

Integrating with Content
Ensure titles accurately reflect the content
Use consistent tone/voice as content
Don't mislead with clickbait titles

Tracking Performance
Monitor title tag clicks in web analytics
Watch for keyword ranking improvements
Split-test new titles periodically

Maintenance
Update titles as content changes
Remove outdated keyword variations
Stay on brand with titles


